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Abstract

Recent research has increasingly questioned the bilingual advantage for executive func-

tions (EF). We used structural equation modeling in a large sample of Turkish immigrant

and German monolingual children (N = 337; aged 5–15 years) to test associations between

bilingualism and EF. Our data showed no significant group differences between Turkish

immigrant and German children’s EF skills while taking into account maternal education,

child gender, age, and working memory (i.e., digit span backwards). Moreover, neither Turk-

ish immigrant children’s proficiency in either language nor their home language environment

predicted EF. Our findings offer important new evidence in light of the ongoing debate about

the existence of a bilingual advantage for EF.

Introduction

The ability to speak two or more languages fluently offers its speakers manifold advantages

such as communicative and intercultural benefits. For over a decade, research has claimed cog-

nitive advantages for bilingual over monolingual speakers, specifically the reported benefit

including higher levels of executive control in non-linguistic tasks [1, 2].

In the early 20th century, bilingualism was first understood as a detrimental circumstance

to intellect and cognitive capacity of its speakers in the early 20th century [3]. The research of

Peal and Lambert [4] was a turning point providing evidence in favor of a bilingual advantage.

However, it was Bialystok et al.’s [1] article that sparked a surge of research focused on deter-

mining the extent and conditions of a potential bilingual advantage for executive functions.

More recently, however, replication studies [5, 6], as well as original research [7–9] refuting

the claim of bilingual advantages on executive functions have become frequent.

What are executive functions?

Executive functions (EF) are high-level cognitive abilities that require top-down control [10]

and allow humans to show adaptive, goal-directed behavior in complex situations [11]. In an

ever-changing and unpredictable environment, EFs are not only vital to successful perfor-

mance in real-life situations but also associated with children’s potential to achieve
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academically [12, 13] and with psychological adjustment later in life (e.g., physical health and

economic success; [14]). Executive functions are located in the prefrontal cortex [15] which is

subject to prolonged postnatal development and thus highly susceptible to environmental

influences during the first years of life. Accordingly, both genetic [16] and environmental fac-

tors contribute to individual EF differences [17, 18]. For example, it has been found that inhi-

bition/attentional control is both genetically and environmentally influenced [19–23].

Research on the nature and interplay of different EF components, such as working memory

and attentional control, has been complicated by conceptual and methodological differences

across studies. One influential framework for the study of EFs has suggested three distinct but

interrelated basic cognitive abilities as the core EF components: updating (also referred to as

working memory), inhibition (attentional control), and shifting (cognitive flexibility) [24].

Working memory/updating refers to holding information in mind and manipulating it. Atten-

tional control/inhibition refers to being able to focus one’s attention and suppress responses.

Cognitive flexibility/shifting refers to being able to flexibly switch one’s attention and behavior

back and forth between response sets and situational conditions. Because of operational diffi-

culties to assess updating, inhibition, and shifting with separate tasks (i.e., task impurity), most

EF researchers agree that a latent variable modeling approach is preferable in order to reliably

measure different EF constructs and to extract the common variance that is shared among dif-

ferent tasks [24, 25]. Moreover, according to a recent review report [26], researchers today

generally agree that EFs include working memory, inhibitory control, and cognitive flexibility,

but there are still substantial differences between the theoretical models that propose to explain

how EFs are specifically associated within neural, cognitive, and behavioral functions, e.g. see

[26–28]. Finally, researchers have proposed models for how bilingualism may affect neural cir-

cuitry of executive control networks [29, 30], but the essential question of how bilinguals’

underlying neurocognitive processing may increase the efficiency of executive functions has

not been resolved, in particular in relation to more general cognitive workload models [31,

32].

What is the bilingual advantage?

Bilingual speakers develop two language systems either simultaneously or successively, and

both language systems remain active when using either one of the languages [33, 34]. The the-

ory behind this is that language use is monitored, and the non-relevant language is suppressed

by the same general executive functions that are used to control attention and inhibition [33].

Several bilingual advantage hypotheses have been developed since the surge in research in

this field. Originally, the Inhibitory Control Advantage hypothesis proposed that bilingual

speakers, through extensive and prolonged exercise, are experts in consciously inhibiting the

use of one or more of their languages while using another (also referred to as Bilingual Inhibi-
tory Control Advantage (BICA); [35]. This experience is believed to effectively train prefrontal

executive control processes [36] which would then transfer to other dimensions of inhibitory

control [37].

Potential effects of training the brain to monitor, suppress or switch language use also pro-

vide the theoretical foundation of newly emerging bilingual advantage hypotheses. The Bilin-
gual Executive Processing Advantage (BEPA) hypothesis, for example, attributes overall faster

response times for congruent, incongruent and neutral tasks to bilinguals’ abilities to resolve

conflicts more efficiently [35]. The Shifting Advantage hypothesis refers to bilingual speakers’

ability to switch from one language to another with minimal switching cost, i.e., time [38].

The assumption that bilingual speakers benefit from cognitive advantages over monolin-

guals, particularly with regard to EF, has much support in language acquisition research [2]. In
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their seminal article, Bialystok et al. [1] reported significant advantages of bilingual over

monolingual speakers in a series of three studies. The main finding was that older bilinguals

responded significantly faster on the Simon task both with congruent and incongruent stimuli

than their monolingual counterparts. Research has suggested that already at a very young age

bilingual children show signs of better inhibitory control [39–43]. Executive functions are

understood to benefit from an earlier onset of bilingualism [4, 44, 45] and develop to higher

levels with bilingual experience [46]. With regard to socio-cultural background, the bilingual

advantage has been found to be beneficial for children living in poverty [47, 48], and Bialystok

and her colleagues conclude that bilinguals, regardless of their culture, outperform monolin-

gual speakers [47, 49].

In recent years, criticism, particularly regarding methodological issues of studies investigat-

ing the bilingual advantage, has become more prevalent [5, 49, 50]. Shortcomings in the design

and execution of research on the bilingual advantage have led to skepticism and calls for more

scientific rigor including the focus on replication studies. Research on the bilingual advantage

has generally been underpowered due to (very) small samples sizes [35, 50]. This is especially

important to consider as the bilingual advantage has mainly been confirmed with smaller sam-

ple sizes. The larger the sample size, the lower the chance that significant results supporting

the bilingual advantage were found [3, 35]. This suggests that previously reported group differ-

ences may have been false positive findings.

Furthermore, studies have either neglected to match groups for individual differences or

have not included these potentially confounding variables in their statistical analyses. Few

studies, for example, have statistically controlled for differences due to education and socio-

economic status, immigration status or culture [50–53]. When studies have included individ-

ual difference variables, outcomes have often been inconsistent, e.g., for the age of onset and

proficiency level [7–9, 54, 55] as well as for SES [45, 56]. In other instances, research outcomes

supporting the bilingual advantage can plausibly be explained through differences in sampling,

e.g., with regard to language proficiency or different cultural groups [51, 52]. For example,

studies have reported that higher levels of language proficiency in both languages impact

inhibitory control [48, 57]. Thus it should be accounted for.

Moreover, previous conclusions that the bilingual advantage is not confounded with socio-

economic and cultural factors due to matched designs may have been premature. For instance,

Engel de Abreu et al. [47] compared Portuguese immigrant children in Luxembourg with

monolingual children from Portugal. While the language background of these two groups may

have been partly comparable, the same cannot be assumed for their general cultural back-

ground and socioeconomic living conditions, since Luxembourg and Portugal are character-

ized by vast cultural and sociodemographic differences. Thus, without a matched monolingual

comparison group of children growing up in the same region we cannot conclude that poten-

tial bilingual advantages are not explained by other factors such as access to high-quality pre-

school education or stimulating home environments. Accordingly, one of the major concerns

in the field is that replication studies have not been able to confirm the original findings [3, 5,

8, 35].

In their review of the available literature, Hilchey and Klein [35] conclude “that bilingual

children never significantly outperformed monolingual children on inhibitory control, i.e.,

there was no evidence available to support a Bilingual Inhibitory Control Advantage [3, 35].

While Hilchey and Klein [35] previously reported a global RT advantage or BEPA for bilingual

children, they did not report one in their updated review in 2015 [3], similarly, a very recent

meta-analysis only shows very small effect sizes for BEPA [58].

Another highly relevant concern is the inconsistent definition and operationalization of

bilingualism in the research literature. In this context, the assessment of proficiency in both

Bilingualism and executive functions
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languages should be determined by standardized, objective measures rather than, for example,

proficiency self-assessments or years since the onset of bilingualism [45, 55, 59–61]. Many

studies, however, either do not report [30, 56] or lack sufficient language testing for one or

more of the languages of their participants. For example, a new US study by Hartanto, Toh

and Yang [62] has recently confirmed bilingual advantages for inhibition and shifting in the

large, nationally representative Early Childhood Longitudinal Study-Kindergarten (ECLS–K)

sample. While these new results consistently confirm positive effects of higher socioeconomic

status on various EF dimensions, reported effects of bilingualism are less uniform, depending

on the predicted outcomes. What’s more, the group of bilinguals in this large dataset was com-

posed of very heterogeneous languages and cultural backgrounds that are neither reported in

detail nor controlled for in analyses, thus potentially attributing beneficial effects on children’s

inhibition and shifting abilities to maternal reports of bilingualism without accounting for

within-group variability. Nevertheless, Hartanto, Toh and Yang’s [62] results are noteworthy

and important, and previous studies have made valid claims that the degree of bilingual lan-

guage proficiency may positively affect children’s performance on EF measures [55, 59, 61].

Finally, a significant problem that may have distorted the overall understanding and trajec-

tory of research in the field is significant publication bias. De Bruin et al. [63] showed that out-

comes supporting the bilingual advantage were more likely to be published than negative

results. Out of 104 conference abstracts included in their analysis, 68% of studies reporting a

bilingual advantage were subsequently published in contrast to 29% of those without support-

ing evidence.

We aimed to address the shortcomings of previous studies by employing sophisticated

structural equation modeling (SEM) analyses in a large sample of Turkish immigrant children

in Germany and a control group of monolingual German children to test associations between

bilingualism and EF. Latent variables in SEM allow for control of EF task impurity. We investi-

gated the impact of language proficiency in both languages, i.e., Turkish and German tests, as

well as children’s language environments on EF. The latter is particularly helpful to include as

an environmental predictor as bilingualism can take various shapes in which the home lan-

guage can be the immigrant language, the majority language, or a mixture of both languages.

First, we tested if there were any differences between Turkish immigrant and German chil-

dren’s EF scores, after controlling for parental education, child gender, age, and fluid intelli-

gence (i.e., working memory). This analysis was carried out to replicate the design and results

of previous studies that grouped children into monolingual and bilingual groups without

assessing their actual language abilities. Thus, in line with previous studies that reported a

bilingual advantage on EF, our first hypothesis was that Turkish immigrant children would do

better than their monolingual German peers. Second, we hypothesized that a gradual increase

in Turkish immigrant children’s bilingualism (e.g., higher scores in both languages, interaction

effect of both languages) would be associated with better EF scores. This hypothesis is in line

with the argument that bilingualism and the separation of languages enhance cognitive abili-

ties, i.e., the BICA hypothesis [35], thus higher levels of language proficiency should lead to

better EF performance. We would like to point out that we are not considering all Turkish

immigrant children in our sample as bilingual, but instead we include their specific abilities in

both Turkish and German as well as their exposure to languages as markers of gradual

bilingualism.

Methods

In accordance with local Faculty of Psychology Ethics Committee guidelines, ethical approval

for data collection was obtained from the German Society for Psychology (DGPs), in addition,

Bilingualism and executive functions
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ethical approval for data analyses and publication was obtained from the University of Tennes-

see Institutional Review Board (UTK IRB-15-02562-XP).

Participants and procedure

The SIMCUR project (Social Integration of Migrant Children—Uncovering Family and

School Factors Promoting Resilience), is a cohort-sequential study on the development of

Turkish immigrant children in Germany [64, 65]. In addition to Turkish immigrant families,

non-immigrant German families were sampled for comparison purposes. Sampling took place

in the Ruhr area, an industrial region in the North-West of Germany. Participants were

screened via telephone by bilingual research assistants and considered eligible if the child’s

mother or the mother’s parents or grandparents were born in Turkey. German participants

were eligible if both parents were born in Germany and spoke German as their first language.

In addition, in order to prevent confounding bias, children eligible for participation were born

after 32 weeks of gestational age, were not living in a foster family, and did not have a referral

to a special needs school (‘Sonderschule’). All parents that responded and fulfilled the inclu-

sion criteria were included in the study. Families were allowed to choose if assessments took

place in their homes or at the Ruhr-University in Bochum. During the first visit, mother inter-

views were conducted in German or Turkish by trained ethnically-matched native speakers, all

structured interviews were available in Turkish and German. Confidentiality was explained,

and parents and children signed consent forms. Families received €25 compensation. A total

of n = 242 Turkish immigrant and n = 95 German children and adolescents (aged 5–15 years)

participated in the current study. All immigrant children were of second or third generation

(i.e., born in Germany; see Table 1). All children attended German schools where the language

of instruction was German.

Instruments

Parents’ education. Information on mothers’ and fathers’ vocational training and educa-

tion (in Germany and Turkey) was obtained via interviews and coded according to the Inter-

national Standard Classification of Education classification [66], ranging from primary (= 1)

to tertiary (= 5) education. A new variable was created that reflected the highest ISCED code

either mother or father had obtained. The ISCED codes have the advantage of providing a

measure which allows comparisons between non-immigrant Germany and Turkish immigrant

parents, who may have received education in Turkey as well as Germany.

Table 1. Demographic and descriptive sample characteristics.

Turkish immigrant sample, n = 242 German sample, n = 95

Child gender (female) 58.4% 49.5%

Age of child (years;months) 9;7 (2;11) 9;3 (3;1)

Digit span backwards score 5.07 (3.13) 5.57 (2.99)

Maternal education (ISCED) 1.84 (1.23) 3.23 (1.25)

Paternal education (ISCED) 2.22 (1.40) 3.01 (1.61)

Updating (efficiency, ms) 423 (149) 433 (186)

Inhibition (efficiency, ms) 530 (200) 567 (234)

Shifting (efficiency, ms) 713 (232) 820 (298)

Data is presented asmean (SD) for continuous variables and percentages (%) for categorical variables.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0209981.t001
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Digit span backwards. As a marker of fluid intelligence, children were administered the

digit span backwards task that asks to repeat increasingly longer strings of numbers presented

aloud by the tester in reverse order. Successfully repeated strings were summed into a continu-

ous score.

Bilingualism: Our analytical approach was informed by a contextual understanding of grad-

ual bilingualism including children’s language proficiency (Turkish and German) and family

environments (languages spoken with mother, father, and siblings), initially drawing from

sociocultural models [67, 68] and ecological theories of human development [69, 70]. We

operationalized this model as part of the SEM using vocabulary tests for Turkish and German,

and detailed interviews about the amount of Turkish spoken at home, an indicator of chil-

dren’s daily Turkish language use and exposure. Please note that all children in the sample

attended German preschools and schools and thus they were exposed to German language

environments on a daily basis.

Turkish vocabulary. Children’s receptive vocabulary in Turkish was used as a proxy for

their proficiency and assessed with a specifically adapted, computer-based research version

modeled on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test– 4th edition (PPVT-4; [65, 71]).

German vocabulary. We used a German research version modeled on the English

Expressive One-Word Picture Vocabulary Test (EOWPVT; [72, 73]).

In addition, we calculated an interaction term of Turkish�German proficiency to model

bilingualism.

Family language use. Mothers provided information on language(s) they usually spoke

with their children, as well as on the language(s) spoken with fathers and siblings. Responses

were given on a 5-point Likert-type scale, with 1 = only Turkish and 5 = only German. Items

were highly correlated and combined into a Turkish Family Environment Index score (reverse

coded, higher score reflects higher Turkish language use).

Executive Functions: Children’s EFs were assessed with the computerized Hearts and Flow-
ers task for E-Prime software and presented on laptops [74], computer keyboards were labeled

with colored keys to ensure easy handling and appropriate reaction times that were not addi-

tionally confounded with motor and processing speed. The assessment included three separate

conditions (i.e., blocks) [75], each representative of an EF component, which builds upon the

previous condition and increases in difficulty and cognitive workload required. The first con-

dition was congruent (i.e., hearts), and preceded by a training run before the actual data

recording started. Children were instructed to press the computer key on the same side as the

stimulus (i.e., heart) appeared on the screen. The congruent condition assessed updating abili-

ties because children had to remember and apply a new rule. The second condition was incon-

gruent (i.e., flowers), and also preceded by a training run. This time, children were asked to

press the computer key on the opposite side from which the stimulus (i.e., flower) appeared on

the screen. Thus, the incongruent condition required children to inhibit the predominant ten-

dency to respond on the same side as the stimulus, as learned in the previous task. The third

and final condition was mixed (i.e., both hearts and flowers combined), and assessed the

child’s ability to flexibly shift from one rule to another. Thus, children needed to hold two

abstract rules in mind (heart = ‘press same side,’ flower = ‘press opposite side’), inhibit their

predominant responses for incongruent items and use cognitive flexibility to switch back and

forth between congruent and incongruent response modes. Response time in milliseconds

(ms) and accuracy were recorded for each item. For main analyses, responses for congruent,

incongruent, and mixed EF task conditions were combined to load onto one latent EF variable

using efficiency scores (i.e., each participant’s median response times on correct items in each

condition). Thus, the latent EF variable represents the shared variance among the three

Bilingualism and executive functions
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observed, manifest variables, congruent, incongruent, and mixed, respectively. Please note that

for our outcome variables, lower scores, i.e., reaction times, indicate better EF scores.

Statistical analyses

Analyses were performed in SPSS 24 and AMOS 24. Two-sided significance levels were set to

5%. All continuous scores were z-standardized and analyses controlled for child gender, age,

and parents’ level of education, digit span backwards was added as a mediator. We estimated

two structural equation models. In model 1, Turkish immigrant and monolingual German

children’s executive functions were compared. In model 2, only Turkish immigrant children

were included, and the extent of their specific bilingual environments and abilities was

estimated.

Results

Table 1 provides demographic information about the Turkish immigrant and German

participants.

In SEM Model 1, Turkish immigrant and monolingual German children’s executive func-

tions were compared. Parental education was not related to EF abilities and was removed from

the model for reasons of parsimony and statistical fit. While model fit was acceptable (χ2 =

27.49(df = 13), p = .004, CFI = .983, RMSEA = .067, with 66% of variance explained in EF

(R2)), path estimates showed that Turkish immigrant and German children’s EF skills did not

significantly differ (ß = -.07, p = .055), after controlling for child gender and age (Fig 1). Turk-

ish immigrant children had lower digit span backwards scores than their German peers (ß =

-.10, p = .043), while higher digit span backwards scores were associated with better EF abilities

in both groups (ß = -.10, p = .020; i.e., lower efficiency scores).

In Model 2, only Turkish immigrant children were included, and their specific bilingual

environments and proficiency were included to test if higher levels of Turkish and German

vocabulary knowledge, as well as higher exposure to Turkish at home, were associated with

better EF skills. As before, parental education was not related to EF abilities and was removed

from the model. In addition, in light of the smaller sample size in this second model, digit span

backwards scores were removed from the model, for reasons of parsimony and since their

effects were not part of the main hypotheses (Fig 2). While both gender (ß = .20, p< .001) and

age (ß = -.77, p< .001) significantly predicted children’s EF abilities, neither Turkish (ß = -.04,

p = .374) nor German (ß = -.01, p = .838) language proficiency nor the amount of Turkish spo-

ken at home (ß = .03, p = -.593) predicted EF. Moreover, we also tried to include an interaction

term of Turkish�German proficiency to model bilingualism, but this term was not significant

and reduced model fit. We thus excluded it for reasons of statistical parsimony. Despite the

hypothesis-driven inclusion of non-significant paths in the specified model, fit values were

acceptable: χ2 = 33.11 (df = 18), p = .016, CFI = .975, RMSEA = .060, with 64% of variance

explained in EF (R2).
Finally, we removed all language indicators from the SEM to validate our findings, included

both Turkish and German participants (N = 337), and obtained excellent model fit values (χ2

= 2.15(df = 5), p = .828, CFI = 1.00, RMSEA = .00, 65% variance explained in EF (R2)).

Discussion

Our results support the growing number of scientifically rigorous studies that have failed to

replicate the bilingual EF advantage [6, 7, 50]. The current SEM analyses on large samples of 5

to 15 years old participants do not show a significant bilingual advantage among Turkish

immigrant or German children’s EFs. Further, neither language proficiency in Turkish and

Bilingualism and executive functions
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Fig 1. Structural equation model 1 (SEM) of Turkish immigrant and German monolingual, non-immigrant children‘s (N = 337) executive functions. Please

note: for simplicity, error terms are not shown.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0209981.g001

Fig 2. Structural equation model 2 testing effects of Turkish immigrant children’s (N = 242) bilingual language environment and proficiency on executive

functions. Please note: for simplicity, error terms are not shown.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0209981.g002
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German nor the Turkish family environment resulted in a significant association with immi-

grant children’s EF. In our models, child age and gender were the only variables that predicted

EF. In both models, we also controlled for parents’ educational backgrounds, but we found no

evidence of parents’ education being connected to children’s EF. While the lack of a significant

effect of parents’ education as a proxy for the socio-economic status in our analyses was sur-

prising [45], we excluded the variable from the final models for statistical reasons. It is well

known in the cross-cultural literature that immigrants’ levels of completed education does not

necessarily reflect their actual academic abilities, because they may not have had sufficient

access to education in their home countries, and because their academic careers may have

been disrupted by the migration process [68, 76, 77]. Thus, the effect of parents’ education on

their children’s EF abilities may have been lower than in other non-immigrant samples in the

general EF and cognitive development literature [18, 78]. This suggests that for this immigrant

sample educational background may be less closely associated with EF than usually found.

In addition, the inconsistent use of different tests methods and various selections of EF

components as outcome variables, such as assessing only inhibition or shifting, or assessing

only accuracy without timing, or reaction times on both correct and wrong items, hinder

proper comparisons between studies. The use of different test task constellations and environ-

mental conditions also needs to be viewed in the context of nuanced differences between sci-

entific fields with regard to their understandings of (a) the construct of EF and (b) the

bilingual advantage [35].

In the present study, EFs were assessed via test items tapping into updating, inhibition, and

shifting that were combined into a latent variable construct. While each of these components

can be viewed as requiring unique cognitive skills that may independently profit from bilingual

abilities and enable better everyday functioning, they can hardly be assessed independently of

each other (i.e., task impurity) and are indeed highly correlated. The high loadings of each test

component onto the latent variable EF, and the excellent fit values of the final, reduced model

that mainly reflect the fit of the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) for EF, are proof of our

approach’s validity and reliability.

Higher fluid intelligence (i.e., digit span backwards) scores were associated with better EF

abilities. Interestingly, while Turkish immigrant children had lower digit span scores, there

was a simultaneous non-significant trend towards better EF scores, compared to their German

peers. Although our results failed to replicate a bilingual advantage for EF, these trends suggest

that there is merit in further investigating the neurodevelopmental mechanisms underlying

potential bilingual advantages across specific cognitive functions.

Although our findings add to recent studies that have failed to replicate the bilingual advan-

tage for EF, potential other benefits of being competent in more than one language should

continue to be investigated in future studies. From a pedagogical viewpoint, it is also important

to understand under which circumstances participants have acquired (i.e., family languages or

immersion through migration or school) or learned (i.e., foreign language classes) spoken lan-

guage, and how they developed their reading and writing skills [79]. Acquiring a language in

an informal environment, for example, will help develop basic interpersonal communication

skills (BICS), while it may not foster higher-level literacy skills that include cognitive academic

language proficiency (CALP).

Our results are based on a large sample of Turkish immigrant children, however, it may be

argued that merely considering p values when interpreting statistical results is not sufficient,

partly because statistical significance is highly correlated with sample size. This is why we

applied SEM and considered a number of additional model fit values. Moreover, the risk for

false-positive as well as false-negative findings generally decreases with increased sample sizes,
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while we have investigated the size of a contextualized gradual effect of bilingualism on EF

performance.

We acknowledge that our approach to modeling children’s bilingualism, including their

language proficiency and language environments, merely represents a simplified account of

the actual daily interactions and exposures that shape their bilingual skills and identities. Nev-

ertheless, we chose this approach over just grouping children into bilingual versus monolin-

gual. Further, a limitation in the present study and in the field, in general, is the lack of

accounting for effects of biliteracy when considering bilingualism. Research on the acquisition

of languages, for example, has shown that the ability to read and write in one’s L1 and L2 posi-

tively impacts learning or acquiring an additional language [80–82]. Developing biliteracy

requires a certain level of deliberate language planning by parents and circumstances under

which the immigrant or non-majority language is offered through school or community-based

courses. While assessing these skills is time-consuming, the potential of these written bilingual

abilities should not be underestimated [80], particularly in the context of explaining potential

cognitive benefits from being bilingual or biliterate.

Conclusion

Taken together, our findings add strong support to recently accumulating evidence that the

bilingual advantage cannot be replicated. Our sophisticated analyses on a large sample did not

show any effects of immigrant or bilingual background on EF. Previous studies that claimed

significant bilingual advantages on EF may have over-estimated group differences, potentially

due to false-positive findings, sampling bias, or failure to control for confounders. Large, well-

designed, objective and rigorous studies that assess specific aspects of bilingualism in the con-

text of demographic and environmental characteristics are needed to inform the ongoing sci-

entific debate. Nevertheless, the ability to speak two languages without a doubt has the

potential for significant advantages for individuals and societies, reaching far beyond the lin-

guistic realm.
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